
100blocks
An application that both teaches Mouse Control and 
Mathematics.

AlphaBaby
Lets even infants and toddlers have fun playing with 
the computer. Every time a key is pressed or the 
mouse is clicked, a letter or shape is drawn. Sounds 
can be played every time something is drawn. Your 
own sounds and p ic tures can a lso be used. 
AlphaBaby helps kids to learn letters, plus provides a 
safe environment for kids to have fun "typing" on 
the keyboard ! Both an application and screen saver 
version of AlphaBaby are provided.

aTypeTrainer4Mac
Advanced typing tutor. You have to type a mixed-
string of random characters. You can customize a 
character set at each of the 30 levels, and thus, you 
can control the learning process. You can also import 
texts from TextEdit, from Mail or from your web 
browser.

Bob the Builder Zoo
A mix of education and fun that allows kids to be 
creative and get more familiar with the computer. 
With a focus on critical thinking and problem 
solving, kids can complete fun and educational 
activities to build the animal habitats for the new 
Bobland Bay Zoo – with the help of Bob and the 
Can-Do Crew, of course.

Brainormous Multiplication Table
This printable multiplication table includes the 
option for hiding the answers, a great feature for 
practicing the tables. It's also customizable. You can 
show or hide certain columns or rows or even click 
on specific answers that you want to show or hide. 
Print it out and see if you can fill it in!

Brickles Pro
A s imple, add ic t ing, ba l l and padd le game 
reminiscent of the breakout game of days gone by. 
Brickles Pro is fun for the whole family. It's a non-
v io lent , co lor fu l , " soundfu l " and amaz ingly 
customizable game.

Class Room Game Show
A teacher dr iven program des igned to a ide 
classrooms in lesson review, test prep, and can assist 
with classroom discussion.The teacher decides the 
game content and the game duration. There is no 
automatic scoring either. The teacher judges when 
answers are correct, close enough, or deserve extra 
points.

Crossword Wizard Universal
A must have crossword generator by an Australian 
company.

Crossword Forge
Easily make and share classroom style crossword 
puzzles and word search puzzles via PDF, Print and 
Web.
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CueType
CueType is a no-nonsense keyboarding driller, with a 
particularly innovative enhancement: Instead of 
merely displaying drills with plain, unadorned text 
CueType uses clever visual cues as reminders of 
keyboarding practices.

Drills
Provides an interact ive and graphical ly r ich 
environment for students to learn their basic 
m a t h e m a t i c f a c t s : a d d i t i o n ; s u b t r a c t i o n ; 
multiplication; and division. Drills can be customized 
in numerous ways, eg; you can limit multiplication 
problems to 5-times facts or limit addition problems 
so that their sum never exceeds 10.

FRS Clocks
When it's time to learn how to tell time give your 
children a head start with FRS Clocks and Time. 
Program features standard, Roman, and modern 
clock faces as well as word problems practice.

FRS Coloring Book
Designed for Preschool and Kindergarten age 
children. Many children of this age will be able to 
color pictures on their own, but you may find that 
you have as much fun as your child when you are 
actively involved. FRS Coloring Book includes 100 fun 
filled illustrations.

FRS Coloring Book Volume 2
Provides 100 new fun and educational illustrations 
for Preschool and Kindergarten age children. The 
alphabet, counting, basic shapes, and even the four 
seasons are topics that you and the children that 
color the pages within will encounter.

FRS Division
Practice with simple division, long division, and long 
division with remainders and helps illustrate that 
division is the opposite of multiplication.

FRS Dot to Dot and Coloring Book Fun
 Designed for students from kindergarten to second 
grade. 100 pages of dot to dot activity and coloring 
book fun await in this early skills development title.

Hangman Pro
A modern take on the classic hangman word 
guessing game we all played when we were kids. It 
features colorful, non-violent graphics, digitized 
sounds, dozens of bui l t - in word categor ies, 
thousands of words, unlimited lists of your own 
words, hints, timed games, photo fun, and much 
more.

iFlash
A virtual flash-card program built for Mac OS X. If 
you want to learn almost anything, from a foreign 
language to the ten-codes police officers use, iFlash 
is for you!

iJumble
Uses a dictionaray to find all of the possible words 
within that dictionary that can be scrambled to 
produce letters of your choice.

KidsMouse
Learn to control a mouse whilst playing 15 different 
kinds of learning games such as ABC Puzzle, The 
space recognition, Paint, Memory, Number, Color 
Ball, Easy Puzzle, Crayon, Seesaw, Number Puzzle, 
Shape Puzzle, Flowerpot, USA Puzzle, World Map 
Puzzle.

Kids Synth
Sound creation tool for kids. You can create many 
types of sounds only by dragging and lining up 
building blocks. Kids Synth is designed to help kids 
to learn the basic structure of sounds. At the same 
time, it is also useful for adult users who want to 
create sound effects easily.
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Kidwidget
Provides a fun and safe environment for families and 
children of all ages. While keeping your kids in a 
secure environment, Kidwidget offers a variety of 
educational and entertaining activities. Writing, 
painting, drawing, and more are just a click away.

KidZui
The Internet for Kids ! Over a million kid-friendly 
games, websites, pictures, and YouTube videos 
reviewed by parents.

Learn to Draw with Mrs. Hoogestraat
The 50 basic drawing lessons teach skil ls and 
concepts like perspective, rendering, and more. It 
provides children with the essential building blocks 
that young artists need. Easy-to-learn tips, tricks, and 
techniques are included to make the learning 
process both fun and challenging.

Lesson Planner Advanced
Make planning, preparing and delivering lessons in 
any subject child's play. Plan Well. Teach Better.

LuaLua
Prepare your little ones to feel like the VIPs they are, 
when playing Lua Lua games ! It’s a particularly 
pleasing pack of 7 games for kids ages 3 to 7.

MasterSpell
A straightforward spel l ing dri l l program and 
Hangman game using over 3,600 included words 
and sentences spoken with a real voice and 
supplemental guidance using the Mac's Text-to-
Speech.

Math Stars Plus
Practice addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division facts. Also includes 6 fun and challenging 
math games. Useful for elementary through high 
school.

Master the Facts Multiplication
The #1 no-nonsense drill and practice program to 
aide students in learning multiplication facts. This 
program was created in response to teachers 
requesting a "non-game" software tool to use in 
their classrooms to teach multiplication.

Narrator
Use Narrator to read out a play or story with 
different voices for each of the parts. It uses speech 
synthesis to read out marked passages using 
specified voice attributes. You can choose different 
voices, rates, pitches, inflections, and volumes for 
each charac te r in the s to r y. The words a re 
highlighted on-screen, and there are also a couple of 
silent read-along options for stage directions, or for 
you to read out your own parts.

Nessy Tales
These interactive books can act as a vital bridge 
between listening and reading. The animations 
provide visual entertainment and motivation.

Pencils Down
Allows you to create the test and answer key 
simultaneously, saving you from having to go back 
and fill one out again later. You can post your tests to 
the Web so your students can take it on any 
computer, in any browser. Best of all, there's no 
configuration, and no need to involve your IT 
department.

QuizMaker Pro
Full-featured quiz application which generates, 
administers, archives, and scores multiple choice, 
matching, and short answer tests. Users can link tests 
and add pics, movies, sounds. Scores analyzed by 
individual, test or class.
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Quiz Press
Make your own quizzes, with an easy-to-use 
interface, that you can put on the web or print out 
for classroom use. Now featuring integration with 
Apple’s iPod, import/export, answer explanations, 
essay questions, randomized multiple choice, 
teacher-graded questions and much more.

Schoolhouse
The homework manger for the Mac - With the ability 
to sort and organize your assignments, exams, and 
projects quickly and easily Schoolhouse is a must 
have for any student on-the-go. The power of smart 
notebooks allow you to interact with your work as 
simply as your iTunes library.

Spelling Depot
One-stop solution for the practice, assessment, and 
mastery of spelling lists. Lists can be generated 
within the program or impor ted from a text 
document. Each word can include its definition.

starQuiz
Makes computerized testing easy – Just follow three 
easy steps to create tests on the Internet.

Ten Thumbs
Learn the proper way to type without looking at the 
keys. Engaging for children and yet simple enough 
for adults ! Plus, its the only program that lets you 
learn by typing the lyrics to your favorite iTunes

Tux Paint
Interactive paint program designed for children 
three years and up. It combines an easy-to-use 
interface, fun sound effects, and an encouraging 
cartoon mascot who guides children as they use the 
program. Includes a collection of stamps and other 
resources for tuxpaint for use in, and specific to, 
Australian Schools. Content includes Australian 
coins, bank notes, signs, animals, plants, state flags, 
etc.

Worksheet Creator Addition
Need to generate random worksheets on the fly? 
Look no further. The Worksheet Creators are so 
loaded with features, you'll never be at a loss for a 
new worksheet for standard arithmetic again.

World of Where
The easiest way to learn the countries, capital cities, 
flags, provinces and physical features of the world 
using an interactive quiz. Using  you can nail 
geography once and for all, and blow people away 
with your general knowledge for the rest of your 
life. It's a fun game, highly educational, and even 
slightly addictive.

Bonus
Includes bonus collections of
★ Origami
★ Colouring Sheets
★ Interactive Books and
★ Class Activities.

The applications supplied on this CD are supplied as is 
and we make no representations regarding the 
applications nor any information related thereto. Any 
questions, complaints or claims regarding the 
applications must be directed to the appropriate 
software vendor.

Various different license types apply. Some titles 
require further payment direct to the application 
publisher to enable the full feature sets and functions.
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